
PRECIOUS METAL CLAY PROJECTS

Bypass Ring Project Bypass Ring by Jeanette Landenwitch. Simple beginners metal clay project tutorial to make a ring.
From the PMC Guild.

An easy way to produce unique solid, hallmarkable '' silver - a higher Silver content than normal Sterling
Silver, to make jewelry and gifts. Wing Print Earrings - Skill Level: Intermediate In this workshop, learn how
to create a quick pair of BRONZclay drop earrings using a portion of a texture for interest, and then embellish
the earrings with Accent Silver and add a beautiful heat patina. You can fire them in a kiln, with a butane
torch, on a gas stovetop or in a pot such as cast iron over intense heat. Seal the jar with a tight-fitting
leak-proof lid. When creating designs in the ''dry state,'' you may encounter minor chips or dislodged clay
pieces that can be repaired by remoistening the clay evenly with water and then applying precious metal clay
slip to adhere pieces and fill chips. In this video we talk about BRONZclay characteristics and show you how
to make a pendant using a fun texture tile design and a jewelry shape template. Cutting Out Move clay to
non-stick worksheet and cut out desired shape. Can be made with any kind of metal clay. To do this, paint the
slip along one edge of a remoistened piece and press the two broken pieces together. A great way to display
these gemstones is with beautiful custom prongs. In this project video, learn to make a 3-layer PMC Syringe
pendant with a few simple tips and techniques. Precious Metal Clay is the most innovative product in recent
years. The syringe is the perfect tool for creating ornate and delicate jewelry. You'll learn to use a very cool
product called Jett Sett a plastic vice fixturing compound that you just have to have in your studio to make a
delicate rivet very easily. This method eliminates the use of silver wire which can be a challenge to attach to
the surface. Semi-moist and leather hard clays are the easiest stages of dryness to make repairs or add
additional clay to your design. Recommended Just for You. You can use a steel brush and soapy water to give
the metal a brushed finish. Contact Us. Watch the video and create this beautiful sliding pendant. But then you
'fire' it with the hand held torch; the water and binder disappear - give it a brush and you're left with a unique
piece of silver. Celtic design. Two Layer Trillion Pendant by Cindy Pope - Skill Level: Intermediate Using
clay sheet, she domes the layers, pastes them together and adds embellishments to the pendant. Basse-taille
Enameled Pendant - Skill Level: Beginner Pam East, an internationally known artist, writer and teacher has
been an enamelist since  To give the metal a brighter polish, use an agate or steel burnisher. The process is
easy, just press the clay into the recessed areas of the texture and scrape away the excess. To minimize waste
and create another version, Cindy uses a circle template to create the reverse look for a second pair. She also
includes her soldering technique to attach sterling silver chain to the bail. Combine the powdered clay dust
along with a few drops of water in a small jar and let it sit until all the moisture is absorbed. Subscribe to
Newsletter Using our molds with and PMC or precious metal clay is often used and works very well. Molds
are not to be used in a kiln, but can be removed from the mold prior to curing in the kiln. Designing with
Organic Objects - Skill Level: Beginner Incorporating nature into your designs results in some of the most
beautiful and appealing jewelry.


